The overall average RCS of both model one and model two is 0.5㎡. There are three RCS curve peaks at 30   and 180  azimuth for model one. The maximum value of RCS curve peak is 10 ㎡ and the azimuth-width is 4°. There are four RCS curve peaks at 45   , 135  and 225  azimuth. The maximum value of RCS curve peak is 20㎡ and its peak azimuth takes up 4° as well. A penetration testing is carried out in this section. The locations of every single radar in the radar network and the penetration destination are shown in It can be seen from the results that although the overall average RCS of the two simulation models is 0.5㎡, the dynamic stealth performance of these two models differs much from each other. Such as it is shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 , the simulation model two would be discovered earlier by radar network than the model one at the same penetration angle. After the model two was discovered for the first time, it was lost by the radar network for a long time, while the model one was detected continuously by radar network after its first being found. Above all, the static stealth performance assessment method still has some limitations. Conclusions drawn from the tests are listed as follows: 1. Different circumferential scattering distribution can makes the aircraft has absolutely different stealth performance, even if they have the same circumferential average RCS; 2. According to the stealth performance of aircraft with different circumferential scattering distribution, the average RCS of aircraft requirement could be appropriately relaxed.
The assessment method based on the effectiveness of combat
Based on the radar simulation and target signal simulation technology, the steps of assessment method based on the effectiveness of combat are listed: first of all, calculating the aircraft survival probability during the whole combat mission, then summarizing the effects of RCS characteristic on aircraft survivability and evaluating the stealth performance of aircraft. The rules of this method are the aircraft with higher survivability has better stealth performance. The assessment method based on aircraft effectiveness of combat has been investigated early abroad. Ball R E made deep studies into the RCS reducing technology which would improve the survivability of aircraft greatly. At the same time, some software corporations abroad developed many kinds of analysis software that were applied for analyzing survivability and vulnerability of aircraft. For example, several kinds of software developed by SURVIAC center could quantitatively and comprehensively evaluate the survivability and vulnerability of aircraft in the situation of one to one air battle. In China there are a great deal of research about the effects of aircraft RCS on its survivability have been done. For example, Zhang Kao and Ma Dongli proposed the method of calculating the survivability of stealth aircraft that carries out given mission. Aimed at analyzing the effects of reducing aircraft RCS on survivability of aircraft.
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Assessment method based on the effectiveness of combat reflects the stealth performance of aircraft carrying out the given mission, but still has some limitations: firstly, this method couldn't reflect the process and dynamic character of the stealth performance of aircraft during the whole mission. For example, the target 'flashing signal' caused by the different distributions of strong scattering source. Secondly, the assessment method based on the survivability could not reflect the character of multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive stealth performance of aircraft, and it also ignores characters of the multiazimuth and multi-frequency electronic detecting environment.
The multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic integrated stealth performance assessment method
Because of the limitations of the existing assessment method told in chapter 2, it should build up a new assessment method for stealth performance of aircraft. This method could evaluate the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive stealth performance of aircrafts, not just gives the evaluation conclusions based on the average RCS of target circumferential area, or that of some critical radar detecting areas. The aircraft with different scattering characteristic could meet requirements of different missions. In order to evaluate the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive stealth performance of aircraft, it should build up the RCS scattering model and the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic detecting environment model when the aircraft carries the given mission, then make the assessment rules for analyzing the multi-azimuth and multifrequency dynamic comprehensive stealth performance of aircraft.
The multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive assessment models
This section describes the building steps of the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive assessment models in detail, the assessment model includes the typical complex dynamic detecting environment simulation model based on the given mission and the RCS scattering model of aircraft.
The RCS scattering model of aircraft
In order to build a model that could reflect the RCS scattering character of aircraft and use this model to analyze the stealth performance, we need to guarantee the accuracy of the model. Aircrafts executing different missions will encounter different detecting threat at different azimuths from land, sea, air and space. And even if using the same detector with the same working mode, the signal of aircraft the radar detected may still changes at any moment in the mission. So the method of building reduced-scale model of aircraft and doing experiments is considered. We can acquire the corresponding data for building up the scattering model of aircraft. The RCS database should include the data of aircraft RCS at different azimuths, under different frequencies. It is impossible to meet the needs of building the database by the way of building model and testing it because of the limitation of experiment condition. So the feasible way is to combine the data from both experiment and theoretical calculating. The aircraft scattering model can be built up based on the adequate RCS data. The detailed steps of building up the aircraft scattering model are showed as Fig.9 . The coordinate system in Fig.9 is defined just the same as aircraft body axes coordinate system for building So if we want to evaluate the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive stealth performance of aircraft, we must consider the typical complex detecting environment. For example, when an aircraft is executing a penetration mission, the main radar detecting thread is from the head or tail direction of aircraft. The detection environment of warfare is becoming more complex, so it is extremely difficult to describe it completely and accurately. By studying the performance of radar detection systems, we can summarize the typical detection environment. Here are the main elements to describe the typical complex and dynamic detection environmental model including two types, one is the main tactical applications, such as (1) (6) The power of detector. (7) Working mode of detector. Using these model parameters above, we can accurately describe the typical complex dynamic detection environment when aircraft carries a specific mission.
The multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive stealth assessment rules
As mentioned above, the existing assessments method is based on the average RCS of aircraft. In order to make sure that the aircraft stealth performance assessments conclusions are applicable, which can be used to guide the new type of stealth aircraft design and stealth performance analysis, we should consider the specific tasks the aircraft carries. When performing different tasks, the aircraft may encounter different typical detection environment. So it is not reasonable to use the same stealth performance assessment rules. Therefore, this section will establish the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic integrated stealth performance assessment rules based on the given mission. Based on specific combat mission, the assessment rules should be built up by analyzing various types of detection threat the aircraft may encounter and the influence of the aircraft scattering characteristic. Based on the conclusions got from the assessment rules above, we can compare and analyze the stealth performance of different aircrafts which perform the same task. The task-based aircraft multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic integrated stealth performance assessment rules should satisfy two conditions: 1. Assessment rules should reflect the character of specific tasks carried by aircraft. For example, the stealth performance assessment rules for penetration aircraft should reflect the character of penetration task firstly. In different stages of penetration task, the influence of the aircraft survivability and successful mission probability is different. For example, the first time when penetration aircraft is found by radar (or radar network) decides how many times the aircraft would probably be attacked by enemy firepower. When penetration aircraft was first discovered by radar network, the distance from the penetration destination determines whether the plane could use the remote attack weapon. Therefore, the establishment of penetration stealth performance assessment rules should be combined with the penetration characters, so that the evaluation conclusions reflect the differences of stealth performance among different aircraft when executing penetration.
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The Assessment Method for Multi-Azimuth and Multi-Frequency Dynamic Integrated Stealth Performance of Aircraft 289 2. The conclusion got from the assessment rules should be able to reflect the scattering character of aircraft. For example, during the process of penetration, aircraft mainly get detecting thread from its front azimuth by various types of detectors in the enemy air defense. If the aircraft goes through the first line of air defense system undetected and continues to fly to the enemy's air defense system, it may also be detected by radars at its two side azimuths. Therefore, when establishing stealth performance assessment rules, we should focus on the stealth performance of the front and two side azimuths of aircraft. The stealth performance of penetration aircraft is changing all the time. Therefore, the assessment rules should not only combine with combat characteristics of the penetration mission, but also need to consider the dynamic scattering character of penetration aircraft.
The effects of different aircraft circumferential RCS scattering characters
The aircrafts with different circumferential scattering characters is suitable for different combat missions, caused by various configuration design parameters. The stealth performance evaluation conclusions of aircraft with different circumferential RCS scattering characters can provide reference for a reasonable layout design of new type of aircraft. This section will combine the multi-azimuth and multi-frequency dynamic comprehensive assessment rules developed in chapter 3 to analyze and evaluate the aircrafts with different circumferential RCS scattering characters.
The new target integrated circumferential RCS scattering model 4.1.1 The relevant model parameters
There are several requirements which the model should meet for the new analysis method: 1) quantified the overall and partial RCS scattering characters of target; 2) setting up the relations between each different radar detecting areas; 3) controlling the RCS scattering changing trends of model through inducing several model RCS scattering control parameters. Considering that the RCS value can reflect the quantified target scattering characters and the differences between the RCS values may up to the magnitude order for the different target azimuth, the average RCS value of target circumferential area is introduced as one of the RCS scattering characteristic parameters of model and the unit is dBsm, and its symbol is ave
The existing analysis method does not take the effects of the changing relations between different important radar detecting region on the target stealth ability into account. For example, the aircraft could be excellent in depth penetration mission, if it has lower RCS value at the front azimuth and higher RCS values at other azimuths. Moreover, if the stealth aircraft has lower RCS value at its two side azimuths compared with that for the rest azimuths, it can carry out penetration mission with a smaller horizontal distance arriving at the enemy bases. In order to build up the relations between different target important detecting areas, the new analysis method uses the average RCS value of target front important radar detect area as the basis. Due to different stealth design parameters the UCAV X-45 and X-47 have, so they have completely different RCS scattering characters. Their RCS curves differ much from each other, as shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 . So the same set of RCS scattering controlling parameters can not be used to describe the dissimilar RCS curve patterns and control the RCS scattering changing trends of various new models well. There are two requirements for the RCS scattering control parameters: one is that it is not advisable to introduce too many RCS scattering control parameters, the other is the model can satisfy all kinds of stealth ability analysis requirements. For example, building up the target circumferential RCS scattering model with triangle pattern character as shown in Fig.2 corresponding function value is length value R. But in the target RCS curve, the corresponding value of angle  is the target RCS value. Therefore, a transform between the coordinate length value R and the target RCS value is needed. Based on this transform, RCS value in any direction of the target can be expressed by:
where () R  denotes the R value in any target azimuth, i R is one of the series values of R in any target important radar detecting areas and subscript i represents the sequence of these R values, ave  is the average RCS value of target circumferential area or local radar detecting areas and min  represents the RCS value of the coordinate origin. The stealth analysis about the target local RCS scattering character should be included in the conclusions of target integrated stealth performance analysis. So the last step is dividing the target RCS curve into several parts according to the target RCS scattering characters, then using different functions to describe these parts respectively. By this way, the analysis conclusion about how the target local stealth performance affects its integrated stealth ability can be reached. All the functions for every part of the curve can be written as:
where ( 
Examples and discussions
In this section, the new kind of target circumferential RCS scattering models will be built according to Fig.12 and Fig.13 . Before that, disposing several radars in different azimuths of enemy base. Combing relevant dynamic models and integrated stealth analysis rules can give the detailed integrated stealth analysis conclusions. In these examples, aircraft flight altitude is 1000m and flight velocity is 500m/s. The aircraft carries out the penetration mission along a straight flight course at the azimuth of 90 degrees. The azimuths of these radars are 0, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 135 and 180 degrees respectively. A comparison is made between the integrated stealth performance of these two serial models are given blow.
Rectangular RCS scattering models
Combining the new modeling methods described in Section 4.1.2 and the relevant stealth performance analysis requirements, the serial models with absolutely different RCS scattering characters are modeled.
The values of relevant model RCS scattering parameters are  ave =-10dBsm and 0dBsm and L K =0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. Fig.15 and Fig.16 compare the average radar detecting probability of these serial models. Fig.15 shows that when ave  is equal to -10dBsm, the RCS scattering characters of these three models differs much from each other. Among these models, the one corresponding to L K =0.5 has the highest average radar detecting probability. When L K =1.0, the corresponding model will have much lower average radar detecting probability. When L K = 0.5, the radars located in the two sides of the enemy base will have much higher detecting probability than that for L K =1.0. So when ave  is around10dBsm, the condition of L K =1.0 can make the penetration aircraft with rectangular RCS scattering character have excellent sidewise stealth ability. Then the aircraft can carry out www.intechopen.com
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the penetration mission with a small transverse distance arriving at enemy base. The average radar detecting probability rises remarkably, when ave  goes up to 0dBsm. Fig. 15 . Comparison of radar detecting probability corresponding to serial models ( ave  =-10dBsm). Fig. 16 . Comparison of radar detecting probability corresponding to serial models ( ave  =0dBsm).
Average radar detecting probability Table 3 . Relevant radar detecting data of serial models ( ave  = 0dBsm)
The data in Table 3 shows that when ave  =0dBsm, the duration of aircraft being stable tracked rises obviously and the valid stable tracking number also increases. It is also learned from the data that the time of models first being found by radar corresponding to L K =1.0 and 2.0 will be much earlier. Therefore, the data shows that the RCS scattering controlling parameter ave  has big effects on the integrated stealth performance of serial models.
Triangular RCS scattering models
The serial models with triangular RCS scattering characters are established according to the methods described in section 4.1.1. Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the comparison of average radar detecting probability between these serial models. Fig. 17 . Comparison of radar detecting probability of serial models
Fig . 18 . Comparison of radar detecting probability of serial models
Average radar detecting probability Radar series number Average radar detecting probability Radar series number Fig.17 shows that when ave  =-10dBsm and L K = 1.5, the model with RCS scattering parameters A K =1/9 has lower radar detecting probability than both the models for A K =1/12 and 7/72 respectively. The radar detecting probability curves in Fig.18 show that when L K =2.0 and A K adopts different values, the average radar detecting probability of all these serial models are decreased. Especially for the situation of A K =7/72, the decreasing range is the maximum one. Both the two models corresponding to A K = 7/72 and 1/9 respectively have lower radar detecting probability in their two sides than that in their heading direction. Especially when the RCS scattering controlling parameter A K =7 /72. Table 4 . Relevant radar detecting data of series models The data in Table 4 shows that when ave  = -10 dBsm, the models with RCS scattering parameter L K = 2.0 will have more chances of being tracked by radar and the duration of radar stable tracking will be longer than the models corresponding to L K =1.5.
L K
Radar series number Lost target number
First T Stable tracking number Tracking duration 1.5 0 1 1 1 378 1.5 1 1 1 1 299 1.5 2 1 1 1 279 1.5 3 1 1 1 269 1.5 4 1 1 1 684 1.ave  =-10dBsm， A K =7/72
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The effects of different aircraft RCS curve peak characters
Analyzing rules about effects of the aircraft RCS curve peaks with different shape on penetration stealth performance reasonably, is meaningful. These rules could be references for both the concept penetration aircraft's stealth configuration design and making effective aircraft RCS reduction plans.
The target RCS curve peak numerical simulation model 5.1.1 The relevant model parameters
The RCS curve peaks on the target circumferential RCS curve are formed by the total RCS of aircraft scattering sources, which are located in different radar detecting directions. The RCS curve peaks with different shape would cause different effects on the aircraft penetration stealth performance. There are two requirements for the target RCS curve peak numerical simulation model:
(1)The changing trends of RCS curve peak scattering characteristic can be controlled (2) The analysis requirements about effects on penetration dynamic stealth ability, which are caused by kinds of RCS curve peak scattering characteristic changes, can be satisfied. The two RCS curve peaks with different shape in Fig19 show that RCS curve peak value and RCS curve peak azimuth-width are the main factors, which control the changing trends of RCS curve peaks. Changing the number or azimuth of aircraft scattering sources both can alter the RCS curve peak value or RCS curve peak azimuth-width. Rules about effects on the penetration dynamic stealth ability, which are caused by changes of the RCS curve peak value and RCS curve peak azimuth-width, could be references for reasonable stealth configuration design. As mentioned above, it defines two target RCS curve peak numerical simulation model parameters to control the changing trends of model's scattering characteristic, one is the peak value controlling parameter, the symbol is Max  . The other is the peak azimuth-width controlling parameter, the sign is Width  . This article also defines a set of RCS curve peak location parameters, corresponding signs are i  (i=0,1, 2...), the subscript i represents the sequence of RCS curve peaks, which are located on the target circumferential RCS curve. As analyzing the rules about effects on aircraft penetration stealth ability, which are caused by changes of RCS curve peak scattering characteristic, influences of target scattering characteristic in another aircraft azimuth, should be eliminated. This article sets the RCS value in another model azimuth, as a constant value and less than the RCS peak value. As mentioned above, this article introduces the scattering characteristic controlling parameter, which is corresponding to another model azimuth, the symbol is   .
The model building method
Defining the model parameters according to section 5.1.1, the detailed model building method is told as below: (1) Defining the variable model parameters, according to the analysis requirements about influences on the aircraft penetration stealth ability, which are caused by different RCS curve peak scattering characteristic. For example, the RCS curve peak value would be reduced by the decrease of aircraft scattering sources. For analyzing the corresponding effects on the penetration stealth ability, it can build up a series of models with different RCS curve peak value, by changing the RCS curve peak value controlling parameters () iM a x  (i=0,1,2...), the subscript i represents the sequence of RCS curve peaks on the target circumferential RCS curve. Therefore, it can define () iM a x  as the variable model parameters. (2) Introducing the scattering characteristic controlling parameters and RCS curve peak location parameters into the model, then determining the value of these parameters. For example, according to the case that there are two RCS curve peaks with 6°azimuth-width, which are located on -30°and 30°azimuth of aircraft front area respectively, it can define the RCS curve peak azimuth-width controlling parameter: which is corresponding to another model azimuth.
Examples and discussion
This section builds up a series of target RCS curve peak numerical simulation models with different peak value or azimuth-width. By testing and analyzing these models, influences of RCS curve peak value or RCS curve peak azimuth-width on the dynamic stealth ability are generalized.
Influences of RCS curve peak characters
For evaluating effects on the integrated stealth performance of penetration aircraft, caused by different target RCS curve peak characters. According to Fig.19 , this section builds up series of models, with same circumferential RCS characters, but different RCS curve peak characters. The circumferential RCS character controlling parameters of these models are: 3. there is no need to reduce Max  too much, if azimuth-width of RCS curve peak is narrow.
Influences of superposing RCS curve peaks
Because of the stealth design plan: "parallel leading-edge" and "parallel trailing-edge", the RCS curve peaks created by wing edges, could be located on the same azimuth. For evaluating effects of the plan, this section builds up two models, corresponding to "before superposing" and "after superposing" respectively (see Fig.10 and Fig.11 ). Circumferential RCS controlling parameters of these two models are: Max  = -20dBsm, L K =1.0, and the RCS curve peak controlling factors are:
www.intechopen.com respectively. These results show that, due to superposing RCS curve peaks, not only First T is reduced a little, but also the target "flashing signal" is strengthened. Namely, the integrated stealth performance of penetration aircraft can be enhanced by superposing RCS curve peaks. 
Conclusions
The conclusions about integrated stealth performance of penetration aircraft, based on a reasonable assessment method, are meaningful for both new type of stealth penetration aircraft design and efficient penetration tactics making. This paper proposes a new integrated stealth performance assessment method for penetration aircraft, which constitutes of the target RCS numerical simulation model and dynamic assessment model. This method can assesses effects on the integrated stealth performance of penetration aircraft, caused by different target circumferential RCS characters and RCS curve peak characters. As a fruit, three examples in this article show that: 1. The target RCS numerical simulation models, performing different circumferential RCS characters or RCS curve peak characters, could satisfy various assessment requirements for the integrated stealth performance of aircraft. 2. Better configurations, which can improve integrated stealth performance of penetration aircraft, could be got from the laws for effects of different target RCS characters.
